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SUMMARY
Motion (Rodriguez - Huizar) (CF: 19-0513) was introduced in May 2019 and instructs the Chief 
Legislative Analyst with assistance of the City Attorney to report on homeless related litigation, 
including court decisions and/or settlement terms, how City operations have changed as a result of 
these cases, and a comparison of City of Los Angeles ordinances with those of neighboring cities.

This report provides a listing of prominent City of Los Angeles laws or ordinances that impact 
unsheltered homeless individuals and compares them to similar laws in nine other local cities. The 
City of Los Angeles laws used as a baseline for comparison are as follows: Los Angeles Municipal 
Code (LAMC) 41.18(d) which regulates behavior in the public right-of-way (such as sitting, lying, 
or sleeping); LAMC 56.11 which regulates the storage of property in the public right-of-way; 
LAMC 85.02 which regulates sleeping in vehicles; and LAMC 80.69.4 which restricts the parking 
of oversized vehicles (OV), including recreational vehicles (RV), on City streets. Note that LAMC 
85.02 is currently inactive, as it sunsetted effective January 1, 2020. With the assistance of the 
City Attorney we also identified “active” litigation cases that currently impact City operations, and 
that any report on litigation should be presented by the City Attorney.

The nine cities reviewed in this report, which border the City Los Angeles and experience similar 
homelessness issues, are as follows: Burbank, Carson, Culver City, Glendale, Long Beach, 
Pasadena, San Fernando, Santa Monica, and Torrance. In summary of the report’s findings, it was 
determined that most cities have or are considering laws that impact homelessness similar to those 
of Los Angeles. Our review found that six of the nine cities have or are considering a law to 
regulate property left in the public right-of-way, and that four cities regulate sleeping in vehicles. 
In addition, eight out of nine cities have a law regulating sleeping in public, and to the best of our 
knowledge only two cities (Long Beach, and Santa Monica) enforce their no sleeping law. 
Enforcement of no-sleeping-in-public laws was limited by the Federal 9th Circuit Court’s recent 
decision in the Martin v. City of Boise, Idaho case which ruled that it is unconstitutional to punish 
an individual for sleeping in public when no shelter is available. It is our understanding that Long 
Beach and Santa Monica enforce their laws because they have adequate shelter available. All nine 
cities have a law regulating RVs/OVs. We note that some information on these city laws was not 
available or is pending.



As instructed by the Motion, Table 1 provides a comparison of which cities have laws that impact 
the homeless similar to those in Los Angeles, and Appendix I of the report includes the specific 
municipal code number, and anecdotal information relative to the level of enforcement for some 
of these laws.

CLA RECOMMENDATION
Note and File.

FISCAL IMPACT
There is no fiscal impact to the General Fund as a result of this action.

DISCUSSION
The Motion calls for a comparison of Los Angeles laws to those of other nearby cities. Nine cities 
that border the City of Los Angeles were selected so that the comparison fully reflected the region. 
The cities are large and small in terms of size and population, represent different communities, and 
include geographic locations such as the San Fernando Valley, the harbor area, and the west side, 
all of which experience homeless-related issues similar to Los Angeles. The nine cities are as 
follows: Burbank, Carson, Culver City, Glendale, Long Beach, Pasadena, San Fernando, Santa 
Monica, and Torrance. The 2019 Los Angeles homeless count was estimated to be approximately 
36,200, which is a little less than one percent (.91 percent) of the City’s approximate total 
population of four million persons. The nine cities reviewed in this report have a combined total 
homeless population of approximately 4,800 individuals, out of a combined total population of 
approximately 1.3M people. The nine cities have a combined homeless population percentage of 
less than half of one-percent (approximately .37 percent). Appendix 2 shows the percentage of 
homeless people out of the total population for each city reviewed in this report.

City laws used as the basis of comparison were those laws that impact homelessness, and are as 
follows:

LAMC 41.18(d) (sleeping in public); 
LAMC 56.11 (storage of property); 
LAMC 85.02 (vehicle dwelling); and 
LAMC 80.69.4 (RV/OV parking).

Note that while these ordinances could technically be enforced against any person, these laws 
primarily impact the homeless community. In addition, note that LAMC 41.18(d), LAMC 56.11, 
and LAMC 85.02 have all been the subject of litigation.

Each city was contacted to determine if they had laws similar to those in Los Angeles, and 
information was obtained from key staff involved in enforcement. Some anecdotal information 
was gathered relative to how these laws were implemented; however, complete data was not 
available to verify the actual level of enforcement. Table 1 below depicts which cities regulate 
laws similar to those in Los Angeles, and Appendix 1 of this report includes a brief listing of each 
of these laws.

Table 1 details whether or not the neighboring cities have municipal codes that impact unsheltered 
homeless individuals similar to the City’s. Background information relative to each city, such as
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point-in-time counts, help to put into context the level of unsheltered homelessness in neighboring 
jurisdictions. Note that all of the information was collected directly from staff of surveyed cities, 
except for the information pertaining to the City of Santa Monica which was collected from a 
service provider that operates in the City. We were unable to confirm this information with Santa 
Monica staff.

Table 1
Local Municipal Code Comparison__________________________________

Homeless Homeless Sleeping in Property in Sleeping 
Count 

2019

OV/RV
ParkingPublicStreetper 10,000 

Residents**
in

Right-of- Vehicles
City Way

LAMC 
41.18(d) 
No Law

LAMC
56.11

LAMC
85.02

LAMC
80.69.4Los Angeles 

Burbank 
Carson 
Culver City 
Glendale 
Long Beach 
Pasadena 
San Fernando 
Santa Monica 
Torrance

36,200 91
S S S282 27

S * S326 35
S SProposed

S *
227 58

S S S243 12
S S S S1,894 41
S S S S542 38

SProposed
S *

Proposed
***

No Law

43 18 No Law 
***

No Law
S985 101

S S226 16
City has a no-camping law

** Homeless persons make .37% of the total population of the nine other cities. 37 per 10,000 residents. See 
Appendix 2 for the percentage of homeless people per city.

*** Information is unknown or is pending 
Note that:

*

“No Law” means there is no ordinance;
Not all laws of other cities specifically reference the prohibition of sleeping on the street or in vehicles, or 
storing property in the public right-of-way like Los Angeles laws do, however, these other city codes still 
regulate these same issues;
The other cities have a combined total homeless population of approximately 4,768 individuals; and 
See Appendix 1 for a listing of the relevant City Municipal Codes referenced in Table 1.

Comparing the local municipal codes of neighboring cities that impact homelessness to those of 
the City of Los Angeles, it was determined that almost all cities have (or are considering) laws that 
regulate the public right-of-way similar to those in Los Angeles. As Table 1 shows, at least six 
out of nine cities regulate property left in the public right-of-way, eight out of nine cities have a 
law that regulates sleeping in public, at least four of nine other cities regulate sleeping in vehicles, 
and all other cities regulate parking of OV/RV on city streets. We determined that at least eight 
cities have at least one staff member who functions as a homeless liaison for their city, of which 
at least five were part of their city’s public safety department.

Appendix 1 in this report includes a chart with additional information for each City that lists the 
specific local municipal codes used to address unsheltered homelessness, as well as some 
anecdotal information relative to the level of enforcement of these codes.
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Sleeping In Public [City of Los Angeles LAMC 41.18(d)]
Recently, a major ruling of the Federal 9th Circuit Court in Martin v. City of Boise held that 
jurisdictions cannot criminally enforce prohibitions against individuals sleeping in public (such as 
LAMC 41.18(d)) if those individuals have no alternative shelter spaces in which to sleep and their 
conduct was deemed involuntary. However, the City Attorney has advised that the 9th Circuit did 
give leeway to allow jurisdictions to regulate some level of enforcement against sleeping in public. 
In other words, cities can regulate the time/place/manner of sleeping in public.

Of the cities in this survey, it was reported that Santa Monica and Long Beach enforce their no 
sleeping ordinances, in accordance with the 9th Circuit ruling in Martin v. City of Boise, because 
they have the available shelter space required.

Summary of Findings
A brief summary of overall findings, and findings by city is set forth below.

General Findings
Eight out of nine surveyed cities have (or have proposed) a law used to prohibit sleeping 
in public;

Two of these eight cities (San Fernando and Culver City) have proposed ordinances 
relative to regulating sleeping in the public right-of-way;

With knowledge of the Martin v. City of Boise decision, the cities of Long Beach and Santa 
Monica enforce their no-sleeping law when shelter beds are available in these cities;
Six out of nine surveyed cities have (or have proposed) a law to regulate property in the 
public right-of-way (two cities are still unknown);

San Fernando is considering prohibiting property in the public right-of-way;
Long Beach does not enforce its law relative to property obstructing the sidewalk unless 
there is a victim;
All cities have an ordinance regulating OV or RV parking on city streets; and
At least eight of the nine cities have a public safety officer or civilian homeless liaison
devoted to homelessness on staff;

It is unknown if the City of Carson has dedicated staff for homelessness issues.

o

o

o

Findings by City 
Burbank

Burbank does not have a “no camping” ordinance, but it does have laws regulating property 
in the public way, sleeping in vehicles, and the parking of OVs/RVs.

Carson
There are no shelters in the city;
The city enforces illegal RV dumping of waste through the Carson Municipal Code (CMC) 
5303 Noxious Substances;
The city addresses illegal dumping, whether homeless related or not, through CMC 4105 
Illegal Dumping; and
If there are homeless people on private property, the city holds the property owner 
responsible.
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Culver City
The Housing Department is updating it codes to not allow tents in the city; and 
The homeless count for 2019 was 227, approximately double the 2016 amount.

Glendale
There are 45 shelter beds in the city; and
The city does not enforce its no camping/sleeping laws.

Long Beach
Long Beach has approximately 360 shelter beds;
The Long Beach Winter Shelter Program is almost never at capacity;

As a result of this shelter bed availability, the City of Long Beach does enforce its 
no camping law. If there is no shelter bed availability they do not enforce (rarely 
used for living in a vehicle); and 

The law relating to property obstructing sidewalks is enforced only if someone is actively 
being prevented from moving through the public right-of-way.

o

Pasadena
Since 2011, Pasadena has seen a 44 percent decline in homelessness (from 1,216 to 542);
and
Routine enforcement occurs of Pasadena’s no Rubbish law, Pasadena Municipal Code 
8.28.020, regulating the accumulation of trash to prevent insects and rodents.

San Fernando
There are no shelter beds in the city; and
San Fernando will enforce nuisance laws such as drinking in public and public urination, 
and will act upon outstanding warrants.

Santa Monica
The city believes it enforces its anti-camping law in accordance with the Martin v. City of 
Boise ruling:

The city believes it is safe to enforce its ordinance because it has approximately 
400 interim housing beds and 800 permanent supportive housing units.

o

Torrance
Torrance has approximately 45 shelter beds;
Staff advises that homelessness has seemingly grown four times since 2013; and 
The Torrance City Attorney advised their Police Department not to enforce laws dealing 
with free passage along the public right-of-way as a result of the Martin v. City of Boise 
case:

There is only limited enforcement of Torrance Municipal Code (TMC) 45.1.4: 
Obstructing street sidewalks, if there is an ADA impassability issue; and 
The city is not enforcing TMC 45.6.6: Tents, which states that tents may not be 
erected for purpose of living or sleeping.

o

o
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Jack Reef 
Analyst

Attachments:
Appendix 1 - City Municipal Codes that Impact Unsheltered Homeless Individuals 
Appendix 2 - Calculation Chart: Homeless Population as a Percentage of Total City Population. 
Motion (Rodriguez - Huizar)

1)
2)
3)
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APPENDIX 1
City Municipal Codes that Impact Unsheltered Homeless Individuals

Los Angeles
Sleeping - Street LAMC 41.18 (d) No Sitting, Lying, Sleeping; 

Limited enforcement for ADA / 
entranceway issues. Revision 
pending in Homelessness and 
Poverty Committee (CF: 19-0602- 
S1).________________________
Property in the Public Right- 
of-Way
Limited Enforcement in Skid Row 
(Mitchell Settlement). Citywide, 
Bulky Items now regulated with 
notice like any other item (Garcia
case ruling, April 2020).________
Vehicle Dwelling Inactive____

LAMC 56.11Property

Sleeping - Vehicles LAMC 85.02
RVs / OVs RV/OV Parking EnforcedLAMC 80.69.4

Burbank
Sleeping - Street No Law

Nuisance:
(a) Storage of unattended personal 
property;
b) Public urination/defecation;
c) Anything else deemed a nuisance

Limited Enforcement______________
Obstructing Sidewalks: No object 
on sidewalk/parkway_____________

BMC 5-3-211Property

BMC 5-3-207

Sleeping - Vehicles Vehicle on Streets: 72 hour limitBMC 6-1-1010
RVs / OVs No OV parking w/o permit.BMC 6-1-1010.1

Carson
Sleeping - Street No CampingCMC 4146

No SleepingCMC 4147
Unknown/Pending
Unknown/Pending

Property_________
Sleeping - Vehicles
RVs / OVs No OV ParkingCMC 3255
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Culver City
Sleeping - Street The Code is currently being 

updated to not allow tents.
Public Nuisance Code: 
Regulation of personal 
property in the public right- 
of-way__________________

CCMC 9.04.015Property

Sleeping - Vehicles Unknown/Pending
RVs / OVs No OV Parking unless next to 

residence
CCMC 7.03.610

Glendale
Sleeping - Street Unlawful camping (street or 

vehicles).
No Enforcement_____________
Storage of personal property

GMC 9.28.030

GMC 9.28.040Property
Sleeping - Vehicles Unlawful camping (streets or 

vehicles)._________________
GMC 9.28.030

RVs / OVs No OV/RV ParkingGMC 10.36.130

Long Beach
Sleeping - Street No Sleeping inside/outside 

vehicle
LBCMC 9.42.110

Obstructing Streets and 
Sidewalks
Limited Enforcement________
No Sleeping inside/outside 
vehicle
Limited Enforcement________
No OV parking w/o permit

LBCMC 14.04.010Property

Sleeping - Vehicles LBCMC 9.42.110

RVs / OVs LBCMC 10.24.078

Pasadena
Sleeping - Street Section A: Persons 

obstructing public way or 
place (No sitting, standing 
doesn’t say Sleep)
Limited Enforcement________
Section B: Property 
obstructing public right-of-

PMC 12.12.080

PMC 12.12.080Property

way
Dumping or accumulating 
rubbish prohibited.______

PMC 8.28.020

Sleeping - Vehicles No overnight parking (not 
specific to sleeping)_____

PMC 10.44.010

RVs / OVs No overnight parkingPMC 10.44.010
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San Fernando
Sleeping - Street Proposed Ordinance

Proposed OrdinanceProperty
Sleeping - Vehicles No Law
RVs / OVs No RV/OV ParkingSFMC 46.26

Santa Monica
Sleeping - Street No CampingSMMC 4.08.095

UnknownProperty
Sleeping - Vehicles Unknown
RVs / OVs Impounding any vehicle 

parked longer than 72 hours, 
(including RV/OV Parking)

SMMC 3.12.990

Overnight OV parking permitSMMC 3.12.900

Torrance
Sleeping - Street Tents for living/sleeping

No Enforcement
TMC 45.6.6

Standing or sitting 
Limited Enforcement

TMC 45.1.4

Property No Law
Sleeping - Vehicles No Law
RVs / OVs TMC 61.12.020 OV

Note that cities mentioned the two following State laws have been used during their enforcement 
efforts involving homeless individuals: 1) Business and Professions Code 22435.2 which prohibits 
possession of shopping and laundry carts; and 2) Vehicle Code 22651(k) which prohibits parking 
beyond 72 hours.
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APPENDIX 2

Calculation Chart: Homeless Population as a Percentage of Total City Population.

Homeless 
Population 

Los Angeles 36,200

Total City 
Population 

3,990,456

Homeless
Rate

Homeless
Percentage

.91%**

Homeless per 
10,000 residents

*

City
.0091 91

Burbank 
Carson 
Culver City 
Glendale 
Long Beach 
Pasadena 
San Fernando 
Santa Monica 
Torrance

27%282 103,695
91,909
39,214

201,361
467,354
141,371
24,510
91,411

145,182
1,306,010

.0027

.0035

.0058

.0012

.0041

.0038

.0018

.0101

.0016

27
35%326 35
58%227 58
12%243 12
41%1,894 41
38%542 38
18%43 18

1.01%
.16%

985 101
226 16

Total: 4,768 .37%.0037 37

* The City populations are for the year 2018. Note however, that year-to-year population changes would not be 
statistically significant or alter the homeless rate, percentage or homeless-per-10,000 residents rates in a 
meaningful way.

** Los Angeles has a homeless percentage of about 2.5 times that of the other nine cities combined (.91% v .37%).
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